Home Learning
English and Maths daily lessons will be followed on The Oak Academy website. Phonics/Spelling
work will be provided by your class teacher through Class Dojo. Daily topic work is detailed in the
timetable below.

It is expected that you do:

Daily

1 hour

20 minutes

1 hour

20 minutes

Writing

Reading

Topic

Online Lesson

Maths

Phonics/Spelling/TT rockstars

You need to take a picture of your work and put it on to class dojo each day so your teacher can see
how you are doing, offer support and next steps.

At the end of your time at home, you must bring all the work you have completed into school. Your
teacher will need this for your work file.

Keep in touch by using class Dojo and we will see you soon.

Home Learning Timetable
Week
7

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

English

Maths

To identify the features
of an explanation text
In this lesson, we will
explore the layout and
language features of
explanation texts.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/to-id
entify-the-features-of-an-e
xplanation-text-6cwk4d

Equivalent fractions
In this lesson we take a
closer look at equivalent
fractions. We explore the
relationship between the
numerator and
denominator in paris of
equivalent fractions.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/equi
valent-fractions-68rk2d

To investigate the suffix
-ic
In this lesson, we will be
investigating the -ic suffix
and set spelling words to
learn.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/to-in
vestigate-the-suffix-ic-c4u
3ac

Fractions and division
In this lesson we use
pizza problems to explore
the connection between
fractions and division.

To explore the functions
of fronted adverbials
In this lesson, we will
learn the purpose for
using fronted adverbials
and how they can
improve our writing.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/to-e
xplore-the-functions-of-fro
nted-adverbials-60u68e

Comparing fractions
Pupils will compare pairs
of fractions, firstly, with
the same denominator,
then with different
denominators.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/com
paring-fractions-6rr68e

https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/fract
ions-and-division-68tp8r

Topic Lessons
(History/Geography
/Science)
Tools of fieldwork:
Surveys and
questionnaires
In this lesson we will be
learning about surveys and
questionnaires. We will
begin by learning about
surveys and how they can
be used in fieldwork
studies. Finally, we will
explore questionnaires and
how questions can be used
to obtain a wide range of
data.
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/tools-o
f-fieldwork-surveys-and-qu
estionnaires-6gwk8c
Fieldwork: can I create a
field sketch of my
community?
In this lesson we will be
learning about field
sketches. We will begin
by learning about what
field sketches are and
how they can be used.
Finally you will practise
producing your own field
sketch of your local
community.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/field
work-can-i-create-a-field-s
ketch-of-my-community-6
hjk8c
How do geographers
develop an enquiry
question?
In this lesson we will be
learning about how
geographers develop an
enquiry question. We will
begin by looking at the
processes used to identify
a question. Finally, we will
use this process to
identify a question that
you will use for your own
fieldwork study.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/how
-do-geographers-developan-enquiry-question-c4tpc
r

Spellings
To investigate suffixes:
-tion, -cian, -sion, -ssion
In this lesson we
investigate and generate
rules about the use of -tion,
-sion, -ssion and -cian.
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/to-inve
stigate-suffixes-tion-cian-si
on-ssion-6xhkje

To practise and apply
knowledge of suffixes:
-tion, -cian, -sion, -ssion,
including test
In this lesson we learn how
to spell words ending -tion,
-sion, -ssion and -cian.
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/to-pra
ctise-and-apply-knowledge
-of-suffixes-tion-cian-sion-s
sion-including-test-64vk2e

Today, make sure you
have done the spelling
worksheet on the
portfolio.
There are 2 sides to this

Day 4

Day 5

To write an explanation
text (Part 1)
In this lesson, we will
write our sections on
harvesting and roasting.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/to-w
rite-an-explanation-text-p
art-1-6mwk8d

Ordering fractions
Pupils will order sets of
fractions by their value.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/orde
ring-fractions-cct38r

Music: Exploring
percussion
In this lesson we are
going to explore the
different types of
percussion.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/expl
oring-percussion-chk66t

To investigate suffixes:
-ous
In this lesson, we will be
investigating the -ous suffix
and set spelling words to
learn.
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/to-inve
stigate-suffixes-ous-6njk8e

To develop a rich
understanding of words
associated with
delicious food (Part 2)
In this lesson, we will
introduce new vocabulary,
identify word pairs and
synonyms and apply the
vocabulary in sentences.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/to-d
evelop-a-rich-understandi
ng-of-words-associated-w
ith-delicious-food-part-2-6
rvp4c

Using mixed numbers
Pupils will be introduced
to mixed numbers and
learn how to read, write
and represent them.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/usin
g-mixed-numbers-61hkad

Exploring home
percussion
In this lesson, we are
going to use percussion
from around our home to
perform music.
https://classroom.thenatio
nal.academy/lessons/expl
oring-home-percussion-6r
w32e

To practise and apply
knowledge of suffixes:
-ous, including test
In this lesson, we will be
practising and applying
knowledge of the -ous
suffixes.
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/to-pra
ctise-and-apply-knowledge
-of-suffixes-ous-including-t
est-c9gkgt

